
HOW TO WRITE A HISTORY RESEARCH PAPER FORMAT

Your purpose in writing a research paper in history is to analyze primary reader should be able to outline the rest of your
paper just from the thesis;if the reader.

Remember that you need to cite not just direct quotations, but any ideas that are not your own. When you are
writing up the evidence in your draft, you need to appropriately cite all of your sources. For now, produce a
"working thesis," meaning, a thesis that represents your thinking up to this point. Double check the facts and
figures. Also, use the thesis as the starting point of your outline, writing it at the top of your outline page. Aim
to have your final paper ready a day or two before the deadline. As a historian, you should present
contradictory evidence, but show that it is outweighed by the evidence that supports your views. One helpful
exercise for revising on the local level is to read your paper out loud. Does one paragraph or idea flow
smoothly into the next? Perkins served as FDR's secretary of labor. Regardless, when you make these types of
assertions, you are making an argument that requires historical evidence. CCC put people to work at
productive tasks such as building park facilities quotation from CCC worker 2. Your completed outline might
look like this: Thesis: Although the New Deal did not end the Depression, it was a success in restoring public
confidence and creating new programs that brought relief to millions of Americans. As you write, keep in
mind the following list of writing tips that can improve your paper. Or you might argue that the differences
resulted from accidents of geography or from extant alliances between regional Indian groups. Begin your
research, keeping your questions in mind. Themes and Context Recounting the simple facts about your topic
alone will not make for a successful research paper. Terms such as "possibly," "probably," "seems," "may,"
and "might" indicate weaknesses in your argument. If you do not cover all aspects, then you are not
responding fully to the assignment. If your instructor has assigned a primary source reader, recheck the
material on the New Deal. Remember it will almost certainly change as you move through the writing process.
Steps for Writing a History Paper Writing a history paper is a process. Any run-on or unfinished sentences?
After you have finished, read over what you have created. Improved America's Financial Health 1. There is
also a particular formatting style you must follow. Identify the assignment's goals, or the professor's question.
Avoid slang. Successful papers are not completed in a single moment of genius or inspiration, but are
developed over a series of steps. Having dissected your sources and articulated your ideas about them, you can
more easily draw upon them when constructing your paper. In its simplest form, an outline need consist of
nothing more than your thesis and a list of the supporting evidence. Delete the symbol once editing is
completed. Annotating sources means writing a paragraph that summarizes the main idea of the source as well
as shows how you will use the source in your paper. Sense of despair 2.


